Directional sensitivity of sound-pressure levels in the human ear canal.
Changes in sound pressures measured in the ear canal are reported for broadband sound sources positioned at various locations about the subject. These location-dependent pressures are one source of acoustical cues for sound localization by human listeners. Sound source locations were tested with horizontal and vertical resolution of 10 degrees. Sound levels were measured with miniature microphones placed inside the two ear canals. Although the measured amplitude spectra varied with the position of the microphone in the ear canal, it is shown that the directional sensitivity at any particular frequency of the broadband stimulus is independent of microphone position anywhere within the ear canal. At any given frequency, the distribution of sound pressures as a function of sound source location formed a characteristic spatial pattern comprising one or two discrete areas from which sound sources produced maximum levels in the ear canal. The locations of these discrete areas varied in horizontal and vertical location according to sound frequency. For example, around 8 kHz, two areas of maximum sensitivity typically were found that were located laterally and were separated from each other vertically, whereas, around 12 kHz, two such areas were found located on the horizontal plane and separated horizontally. The spatial patterns of sound levels were remarkably similar among different subjects, although some frequency scaling was required to accommodate for differences in the subjects' physical sizes. Interaural differences in sound-pressure level (ILDs) at frequencies below about 8 kHz tended to increase monotonically with increasing distance of the sound source from the frontal midline and tended to be relatively constant as a function of vertical source location. At higher frequencies, however, ILDs varied both with the horizontal and with the vertical location of the sound source. At some frequencies, asymmetries between the left and right ears in a given subject resulted in substantial ILDs even for midline sound sources. These results indicate the types of horizontal and vertical spatial information that are available from sound level cues over various ranges of frequency and, within a small subject population, indicate the nature of intersubject variability.